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Improving 
the Breed
2005 T Car Mk VI

O
ne of New Zealand’s very first 

component cars, the T Car was 

first introduced by Alternative 

Cars back in 1983. Originally 

powered by either Triumph or 

Nissan engines, the first T Cars were built upon 

a Triumph Herald chassis. The T Car has been 

constantly developed during its long lifetime, 

and it received a purpose-built chassis in 1989 – 

an important item in that not only did it 

improve the car’s handling, it also meant easier 

home assembly.

In 2001 the T Car acquired a twin-cam engine 

and a close-ratio five-speed ’box, sourced from 

the popular Mazda MX-5. It was in this form 

that we last tested the T Car, and we rated the 

new conversion highly; “The end result being 

sparkling, through the gears performance.”

At the time of that road-test the man behind 

Alternative Cars, Russell Hooper, intimated that 

the next development of his car would be the 

:: T Car Mk VI

It is many years since we last drove a locally-built 
T Car (NZCC, August 2001), so we were keen to try 
out the latest incarnation of this popular roadster

total adoption of complete MX-5 running gear 

– including that car’s fully independent 

suspension. 

Now, over three years later, the new MkVI T Car 

is complete and, as promised, it features many 

changes over the previous, separate chassis 

MkV.

Stiffen up
Alternative Cars has spent over $200,000 

developing the new T Car – and the result is a 

vehicle which is light years ahead of its very first 

Nissan-powered sports car.

Of course, the biggest changes revolve around 

the MX-5 donor, which supplies the engine, 

transmission, rack and pinion steering and fully 

independent wishbone suspension.

Wisely, Alternative Cars has provided an all-new 

chassis for the MkVI, finally kicking out the 

antiquated separate ladder chassis in favour of 

a much more modern semi-monocoque. By 

adopting this approach – and including the MX-

5’s novel PPF (Power Plant Frame), an open-

section aluminium truss frame that connects the 

engine to the final drive assembly – for the first 

time the T Car has totally modern 

underpinnings

This all adds up to a very stiff underbody for the 

T Car, while the PPF reduces drive-train flexing. 

Additionally, the new chassis provides increased 

crash protection, especially during side impacts. 

This new method of chassis construction has also 

brought about a more efficient way of providing 

cars to customers. In this respect the MkVI 

moves even further away from the original 

T Car’s kit car roots. When you order one it 

comes as a completely assembled body/chassis 

unit (it can be even be painted at the factory), 

with upholstery and dashboard already in place. 

On delivery, the car comes packed in a crate 

and, with the easy-to-follow construction 

manual at your side, all that needs to be added 
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are the donor car’s mechanicals. This makes for 

very straightforward home assembly.

Common sense philosophy
Throughout the development of the MkVI, 

Russell’s philosophy has been to utilise as many 

aspects of the MX-5 donor car as possible – why 

try to alter something that already works! In 

effect, Alternative Cars has not attempted to 

reinvent the wheel, and it can easily be seen 

that the development costs have been spent on 

designing the car’s new chassis and figuring out 

but most T Car builders will, I’m sure, opt for the 

wire wheel option.

Stepping into the MkVI is a simple affair – it’s 

much harder to clamber into the cockpit of a 

MG TF or, indeed, most other T-Series replicas. 

Once inside, the driver is faced with a period set 

T CAR MKVI

º  Engine Four cylinder, in-line

º  Capacity 1600cc or 1800cc

º  Max power 1600cc – 87kW at 6500rpm
    1800cc – 99kW at 6500rpm

º  Valves dohc

º  Fuel system fuel injection

º  Transmission Five-speed manual

º  Construction  Steel semi-monocoque chassis, 
fibreglass roadster body

º  Steering Rack and pinion

º  Suspension  All-independent by wishbones, coils 
and dampers

º  Brakes Disc/disc

º  Wheels  Mazda MX-5 alloy, or optional wire 
wheels

º  DIMENSIONS
   Length 3740mm 
   Width 1655mm
   Wheelbase 2440mm 
   Track F/R 1460/1500mm (with wire wheels)
   Height 1220mm 
   Weight 969.25kg (with MX-5 wheels)

º  Price
    Semi-built vehicle (completely built body with no 

mechanicals): $25,500 inc. GST*
* The home builder can complete for around $35,000 inc. GST

Turnkey basic vehicle, with 12 month warranty : 
$49,500 inc. GST

   Turnkey with all options with 12 month warranty:
   $59,500 inc. GST 

    With a much more international flavour to its new T Car, 

Alternative Cars is now turning its marketing focus on 

overseas markets, where the MkVI will be named the 

TG Sports ‘1955’ – the MkVI nomenclature will only be 

used in New Zealand.

The look of the T Car is an acquired taste – 
some love the car’s traditional square-rigger 
styling, others hate it

of instruments inset into a proper wooden dash. 

It’s a comfortable environment, and one that 

blends together the traditional with the modern 

– the leather trimmed MX-5 seats come 

complete with headrest-mounted speakers.

Modern manners
Back in August 2001 we discovered how well the 

MX-5 twin-cam engine suited the T Car, and we 

haven’t changed our mind on that one. But now 

the car has received the full MX-5 treatment it 

has undergone a radical transformation – and 

on the road, the new T Car is surprisingly 

different from its ancestors. Gone is the chassis 

flex, the hopping rear axle and the slightly dead 

steering of the old car – all replaced by much 

more modern manners. 

Give the MkVI a few challenging corners and it 

simply rips around them, with a beautifully 

neutral character to its handling. Try more 

speed around the same corners and there’s just 

a hint of controllable oversteer at the limit – 

that should be just enough to allow enthusiastic 

owners to kick the T Car’s tail out. There’s more 

body roll than you would get from an MX-5 – a 

:: T Car Mk VI

exactly how to engineer in the MX-5’s 

mechanicals.

However, development is one thing, driving is 

another – so the real proof of Alternative Car’s 

success, or failure, is all up to the road test.

Traditional in spirit
The look of the T Car is an acquired taste – some 

love the car’s traditional square-rigger styling, 

others hate it. It’s all down to personal 

preference and, too often, detractors simply 

state that the T Car just doesn’t look sufficiently 

like an MG T-Series car. Perhaps that’s a valid 

point, but Alternative Cars has never claimed 

replica status for its car – it simply says that it’s 

an evocation of the spirit of the MG. That’s 

harder to argue against. To be sure, standing 

alongside the new MkVI, there is little doubt 

that the T Car is beautifully manufactured and 

screwed together. There are no rough spots to 

be seen on either the body or in the leather-

lined cockpit. The fibreglass body is 

commendably ripple free, and all shut-lines are 

even and tight – giving the whole car an aura of 

being well constructed. I’m not sure it would 

look so good standing on standard MX-5 alloys, 
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result of the T Car’s higher build – but the MkVI 

would easily run rings around its predecessors.

The new chassis does its job tremendously well, 

and the MkVI feels very stiff and sturdy. Allie 

that to the MX-5’s all-independent suspension 

and precise steering, and the MkVI is competent 

beyond all expectations. The Mazda rack and 

pinion set-up is perfect, gifting the T Car with 

an eager turn-in that makes the new car almost 

effortless to drive, even at high speeds.

Add in a snappy five-speed gearbox, four-wheel 

disc brakes, a pleasantly sporty exhaust note – 

not to mention a good helping of induction 

growl – and the result is a car that is guaranteed 

to put a silly grin on your face.

Weighing in at a few kilograms below the MX-5, 

the T Car extracts the full measure of 

performance granted by the Mazda’s twin-cam 

engine and sprint gearing and, without putting 

a clock on it, I would say the MkVI would beat 

an MX-5 in the all important 0-100kph dash. 

After that those square-rigger lines would 

weigh against the T Car, and the more modern 

car’s aerodynamics would add up to a higher 

top speed. However, the T Car is not about out-

and-out speed, it’s all about enjoying wind-in-

your-hair motoring without the maintenance 

problems inherent in running a 50-year-old 

MG.
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Bygone motoring
Take all the above into consideration and it 

looks to us as if Alternative Cars has got itself a 

real winner. Quite simply, this is the best T Car 

we have ever road tested by a country mile.

In essence, Russell and his team have produced 

what amounts to a traditional roadster body for 

the Mazda MX-5. Some may find that a little 

odd, but lovers of bygone motoring will relish 

the T Car’s period styling and, at the same time, 
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It’s all about enjoying wind-in-your-hair motoring 
without the maintenance problems inherent in 
running a 50-year-old MG

:: T Car Mk VI

modern sports car enthusiasts will not find the 

MkVI wanting. And, let’s face it, what car would 

you rather be seen in – a modern jelly-bean, or 

one with real road presence and character?

It may look like an antique, but there is nothing 

old-fashioned about this T Car’s abilities.

So, $200,000 well spent! 

AVAILABLE FROM:

Alternative Cars International Ltd
PO Box 13 207, Onehunga, Auckland
Ph 021 939 436/fax 09 636 5932/ email 
rhooper@inhug.co.nz
Check out the T Car website
www.sportscars.net.nz for full details, 
options and pricing for the T Car MkVI.


